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Native Trails’ Hand-Hammered Mirrors Offer
Distinction for the Bath and Home
Milano Available in Two Finishes; Divinity Showcases
Hammered Aluminum’s Unique Beauty
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. - Native Trails, the leading brand offering sustainable, artisancrafted fixtures and furnishings for the home, is extending the range of its signature, handhammered products, providing more finishes and offerings in accessories. The Milano Mirror
is now available in two finishes: Antique and Tempered, and the recently introduced Divinity
Mirror is made from hand hammered aluminum. Since its establishment some 15 years ago,
Native Trails has earned a strong reputation for bringing eclectic sophistication to high-end
kitchen and bath furnishings with evocative, authentic, artisan-crafted designs that incorporate
recycled, reclaimed or green-certified materials.
Naomi Neilson Howard, founder and CEO of Native Trails remarks, “While our brand is most
recognized for artisan-made kitchen and bath fixtures, our hand-hammered mirrors gracefully
extend into other areas of the home, adding a textural element that warms and personalizes a
space.”

Milano Mirror
-more-

Milano Mirror:
The brand’s classic Milano Mirror is now available in Antique and Tempered finishes. Simple
and rectangular in shape, Native Trails’ Milano provides a functional piece in a beautifully
executed form. The artisan-crafted, hand-hammered frame made from 100% recycled copper
contrasts beautifully with the piece’s beveled glass surface to create an elegant accessory that
could be used in the bath, bedroom or other area of the home. Further showing its versatility,
Milano can be hung either horizontally or vertically.
Available finishes include:
•

Antique—celebrating copper in its most pure form, Native Trails’ Antique finish is rich
and complex. The dark, textural surface provides a striking option for the bath,
complementing a range of woods as well as other metals.

•

Tempered—this surface integrates a complex heating and cooling process that shows
the remarkable mottling effect on the surface with unique coloration “splashes”
punctuating each piece. The Tempered finish has a wonderfully variegated look; ideal
for pairing with light and dark woods as well as classic and antique-style furnishings.

Offered in three sizes, Small (measuring 20 ″ × 36″), Medium (measuring 28″ × 40″) and Large
(measuring 36″ × 60″), Milano can easily suit a variety of spaces. Additionally, due to the 100%
all-copper frame, its solid structure assures that it will last and perform over time. As with many
Native Trails’ products, Milano reveals the individual and unique artistry of the many hammer
strikes used by artisans to create it.

Divinity Mirror
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Divinity Mirror:
Characterized by its luminous finish and clean lines, the Divinity Mirror pairs well with Native
Trails hand-hammered lavatory sinks in Brushed Nickel. An assortment of shapes and sizes
are ideal for use in the bathroom, bedroom, hallway or living area.
Made of hand-hammered aluminum with inset beveled glass, Divinity’s texture offers just the
right touch of glimmer and interest, complementing the simple form. The mirror incorporates
high quality, bright aluminum that is made from recycled content, highlighting the unique
texture. Divinity is offered in small 22” X 28”, large 28” X 34” and 25” diameter round.
About Native Trails
Native Trails, a privately owned business based in San Luis Obispo, Calif., has been offering
high-quality, artisan-crafted kitchen and bath fixtures and home décor for 16 years. Naomi
Neilson Howard, founder and CEO of Native Trails, started the company to pair the stunning
copper craftsmanship she discovered in her travels through Mexico with contemporary design
and sustainable business practices. The company’s creations are showcased in more than
1,300 showrooms throughout the U.S. and Canada. Native Trails is a favorite destination for
consumers, and also for designers and architects, based on several points of differentiation:
category-defining designs, high product quality, use of recycled and sustainable materials, and
excellent customer service with 98% of orders shipping within 24-48 hours.
For more information, contact Native Trails at 800-786-0862 or visit www.nativetrails.net
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